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Facade-Ker Dukey 2014-10-14 WARNING! This book is Dark erotica. This book contains situations that some may find offensive. If you are sensitive to graphic violence read with caution. This book also leads into a second book. You will get answers but the story will continue into a final instalment. You have been warned. Enjoy. You meet someone. You date. You fall in love. You marry. The four simple rules of love.... Wrong! I'm getting married but I'd never met him before now, never dated
him, never fell in love. I have no access to the memories of the most magical time of anyone's life. My mind won't allow me to evoke the past, I can't remember those simple stages to lead me to the fourth . I can't comprehend why I would have ever wanted to marry someone like Dante. I should never have passed the first stage, although, I may have seen him through the eyes of the woman I once was, this me that lives, breathes here now, can't understand how we made it to the next stage. I'm
not sure, without memories, how I know that this voice inside me, telling me I would never have chosen him, speaks some truth, I just know. He's controlling, arrogant, callous and violent, and utterly hell bent on humiliating and degrading me - Like watching me falter, watching me struggle to comply and be the woman he asked to marry, powers him- as though he wants to break me piece by piece. Fiber by fiber. Until all that's here is the shell he created from a soul that I once owned. Now
my memories are slowly returning. And they show me a completely different side to meeting him. Our dates, falling in love. The Dante haunting me in the shadows of my mind is loving, gentle and utterly enamored with me, nothing like the man with me now. And this is what taunts me. My tender lover turned into a debauched, cruel sadist who is determined to consume my life, destroy my mind and murder my spirit. I am, Star, and just like with some stars in the sky, the light you see is an
echo, a façade, I am already gone I am a no one. Especially to him. To him I am the dark in his desires, the corrupt in his depravity. The sin in his immorality
I See You-D. H. Sidebottom 2015-07-12 This is a DARK novel, 18 only. Standalone title. I watch you, I see you in ways no one else can, and through my lens I create a life of you for someone to dissect. I capture you in your vulnerability; that smile, your laugh, those tears. I document you and sell your secrets. When I watch you through my lens you're mine until I pass you to the buyer. I, like most people, have a fetish for pretty things and in my job I get to be around a lot of pretty things. They
pay me to watch them and capture them in a frame for many purposes, and sometimes I like my profession a little more than I should. I took a job to capture her... I wanted to capture and keep her in more than just the image. This time I will take myself away from the lens and become the client because I cannot resist her, she reminds me too much of my first, I need to have her. Traumatised from a vicious attack, Nina Drake finds herself shut off from the world until her neighbour brings her
out of more than just her nightmares. Even after moving and changing her name, she still can't shake the feeling of being watched. The memories are so close. And so is the shadow of the creator of them all
Taking Avery-Ker Dukey 2017-09-19 When a reckless act upsets the balance between two MC clubs, everyone is fair game in the war that erupts. Avery belongs to Lilith's Army now, after being taken against her will, but she isn't just anyone, she's a Cutter's MC Princess, and they don't take kindly to people taking what's theirs. As Avery's life starts to spiral out of control, she finds that her only hope of survival is to put her trust in the man she doesn't trust at all. The only man that can bring
destruction to not only both clubs, but also to her heart. When the fallout reaches beyond just the two clubs, the consequences bring death, devastation, and chaos for everyone. The dynamics of both clubs change forever in the wake that follows. Fate isn't done teaching Avery that life isn't always better with the devil you know sometimes it's with the devil you don't.
Caged-D. H. Sidebottom 2016-05-12 Judd Asher was taken from his front garden when he was just four years old. After an extensive search he was never found. Twenty-one years after a random call out, Judd is found chained and beaten in the basement of an old rundown farmhouse where he has lived the life of an animal for the last twenty-one years. Kloe Grant is assigned as Judd's personal therapist. It's her job to rehabilitate him, to guide him back to normal life. But as Judd's only emotion
is rage, Kloe finds it both heart-breaking and challenging mending a soul that's not only broken but caged inside him by the demons of his past. However, when Kloe's relationship with her patient raises some eyebrows, Kloe can't fight against the powers that want to see her fail, and with an arm behind her back, she walks away, leaving behind a man who has come to live life again for her. Four years later Judd, now known as Anderson Cain, the darkest and most formidable cage fighter in a
world where violence and crime are the only way to keep breathing, Judd finds there's not a lot in life that can abate the rage that still twists and prowls beneath his skin. Not until a chance encounter brings him to her door. To the woman with the bluest eyes and the most stunning smile, the woman who took his hand in the darkness and led him through the door into the sun. But Kloe Grant left him when he needed her the most. She took the only shred of hope and trust he had left and
annihilated it. She starved his belief, and she fed his fury. She owes him. And he's going to make sure that this time, she pays. In blood. In lust. In pain. And with her soul.
Night Fires-D. Sidebottom 2016-01-17 I would watch him watch the ocean. He would build fires and sit, all night waiting. For her. For his dead wife. She never came. I never expected her to. But he did. And he never let go. Even when I fell in love with him he never let go. Until the night of the storm. The night my worst nightmares came to life. And I lost everything to her when she finally returned. For us both.
The Decimation of Mae-D. Sidebottom 2014-07-07 The Devil visited me three times in my life; albeit, my short life. Not in the physical sense, you must understand, but very much literally.He was persistent, resolute and tenacious. His ruthless greed to annihilate me was utterly disturbing. I am sure if he had hierarchy, the man at the top would have dragged his arse into Hell's prison for his unscrupulous methods.I was just fifteen when I first became aware of what he was capable of. This
initial taste of him set the playing field for how my life was to be lived - for want of a better word.He mocked me, showed me mercilessly how he played the game and how he liked to cheat at said game. He ridiculed and taunted me until, six months later, he won and took something of so much importance from me that I would never be the same again.His second visit was, in my eyes, so much more cruel and heartless. I know we're talking about the Devil here, and yes, you have a right to say
he had no heart but even then, even when I was so utterly broken, I begged to differ and hoped - no, prayed - that somewhere deep in the caverns of his black, tortured soul there was something that beat and confused his emotions once in a while.The third visit was somewhat different than the other two. He tried, and at first succeeded to bring me to my knees once and for all, but then something happened. God finally intervened and altered Satan's intention; he sent hope and morphed the
Devil's minion into an Angel, hoping to break and shatter the anguish and suffering. He gave the ability for me to feel pleasure in pain, order in the chaos and light in the darkness.But in giving me a reprieve, he also gave me something that would finally and ultimately obliterate me. He gave me the capability to love, therefore giving me the ability to be destroyed.And Satan made sure that I was destroyed. Cruelly, viciously and sadistically.I am Mae Swift, and this is the story of my
decimation***WARNING***This story doesn't contain hearts and flowers, it doesn't even contain the word 'love'. It isn't for the fainthearted, nor those who want romance and happy ever afters.It's dark, in fact it goes beyond the dark realms of misery and despair. It makes your heart suffer, it will beat you down and it will still demand more from you.Yet it is still a story of hope and courage. Friendships develop and understanding digs deep, whilst acceptance and surrender give way to
reverence and sacrifice.It contains disturbing scenes of sexual violence, cruelty and torture. It also includes self-harm, pain addiction and brutalisation. Please bear this in mind before purchasing this book. Thank you.
Where Words Fail, Music Speaks-Kyra Lennon 2017-04-17 Where Words Fail, Music Speaks is a collection of short stories and poetry by writers from all walks of life. Each story is based on the titles of 90s Britpop songs, including Come Back To What You Know, Bittersweet Symphony, Animal Nitrate, Disco 2000, and more.
Finding Rhiannon-Ker Dukey 2018-02-09 When you live your life for Brotherhood, the betrayal of your flesh and blood brother is even more devastating. While the fate of the Lilith's Army princesses relies on that of a traitor, emotions are triggered, and secrets kept locked away spill free, adding fuel to an already raging fire. No one is safe with enemies hiding in every dark corner, waiting to pounce. Who will survive the chaos as everything comes to a head? Leaving a trail of broken hearts,
blood, and carnage its wake.
Fragile Truths-D. Sidebottom 2014-05-06 To live is to suffer; to survive is to find some meaning in the suffering. Friedrich NietzscheFRANKIEThe bitterness is consuming. Its intensity slashes and claws at my insides, its hatred wrenching my soul as it curls and nurtures my need for revenge.His torture only feeds my vice. I won't let him break me, only strengthen me.The pain he gives is welcomed, its rawness fuelling the loathing inside with each of his thrashes and tears on my pale skin, with
every harsh truth he breathes in my ear and with each of his crippling holds.I have waited too long for this and I'll never let the bastard win. He will have to end me before I give in.But now he has a weapon against me. Something I swore throughout my life I would never let in;Love.Tate.TATEHer strength astounds me. He doesn't seem to break her.His relentless persecution and determination to bury her under his furious reign and brutality eats at my soul. It has found that dark place inside
me, the pit of hell I had locked and secured away, and enriched it, demanded its flourish and ripened its ferocity. The family wrath.She'll never give in, and I pray every night as I guide her through the darkness that tomorrow will bring the light to her soul before it is consumed, finally, by the plague of him;Evil.Jude.JUDEShe blossoms under my torture, the soft suppleness of her skin ripping and tearing as though her soul is trying to break free from the agony.I'll allow it, because I can.
Because I need her soul. I crave the sustenance it feeds my rage with, my thirst for cruelty quenched by the sounds of her desolate screams and my hunger for blood, nourished by the slow drip of her life force at my feet.She thinks I won't break her, so does he. They underestimate the blood that slithers through my veins. It's sustained by pain and suffering. It's the blood that tenures those around me.The Bloodthirsty.The Shadows of Sin.
Chained-D. Sidebottom 2017-01-13 The Conclusion to Caged.I had once thought that when I found the light I had been searching for in that long, dark tunnel that it would finally give me the gift I had been holding on for.I had scoured the joyless night sky for peace, a peace that only the brightness of the stars could grant.And I had endeavoured to catch that single magic snowflake in the middle of a howling snowstorm.I had been looking. Forever.But little did I know that it WAS the sinister
darkness in the tunnel that was the gift. It WAS the black reservoir of the deepest, darkest night that would be the very thing to give my chaotic soul peace. And it WAS the heaving rush of the bleakest blizzard that was filled with magic.Anderson Cain WAS the darkness.He WAS the black peace in my soul.And within the raging pool of his wild green eyes WAS the magic.The magic that saw me. The real me.He made sure I saw me too. All of me. He'd told me he would make me accept who I
really was.I was Kloe Grant. And now - now I am the epitome of what he wanted me to be.But when I finally let go, and I allowed that darkness to find me, neither of us was prepared for who I really was.Death itself.
Empathy-Ker Dukey 2014-08-27 warning!!! This is a dark adult novel with explicit sex and upsetting scenes. 18+ only please. Empathy is a standalone novel. Blake: I am a brother I am a police detective I am a contract killer I don't want to love I don't want to feel I don't want ... EMPATHY. They say some people are born with decreased activity in the front central lobe causing them a deficiency in empathy. Maybe that's true about me but whether I was born this way or created in a moment of
evil, empathy was something I didn't possess until her green eyes met mine in the mirror and I couldn't take her life. I didn't want to feel, didn't want this woman in my life complicating how I lived but she was there at every turn. Sent to haunt me for my sins. Her light so bright she provoked a shadow from everyone she touched. When a job turns bad quickly altering my life forever I'm forced to feel. When nothing is making sense I'm forced to face truths I never would recover from. When life
drowns you in its cruelty you don't know which way the current will drag you or who you'll become once you re-surface. Melody: I was a daughter I was a student I was a victim Did I have his love? Did I make him feel? Did I have his empathy? When the actions of a soulless killer forces sorrow into my veins I never dreamed the man healing my wounds would be the one to leave the worst scar. His love would scar my soul. Scars are permanent; I will never feel the relief from them. Will I learn
to live with them, remember why I have them and learn never to let him close enough to inflict more? Will I eventually cover them... like tattoos coating them with new memories, new love and new starts? I didn't know these answers because the pain was too suffocating, the only thing I knew was they will always be under the surface lingering. He had scars too, from his sins. There is nothing that can cover them, they were too deep, too ugly, too dark and they marked us both forever
Lost-D. H. Sidebottom 2016-03-03 We came from nothing and were given a second chance at life, and life was pretty good until it tipped on its axis and my world came tumbling down around me. My Baby Sister is missing... Stolen... Lost... I've never felt this helpless before now, the vacant hole inside me expanding with each passing second of not knowing where she is. What's she going through? Is she hurt? Suffering? Alive? The more I learn of her disappearance the more fear implants itself
inside my heart, hardening - darkening. The world is a depraved place, full of evil lurking behind normality. Behind smiles. Behind deception and facades. She needs me and I will do whatever it takes to find her. Whatever.
The Sheikh's Reluctant Bride-Teresa Southwick 2007-04-01 Jessica Sterling has just discovered a life-changingsecret. In the desert kingdom of Bha'Khar is the familyshe never knew she had! Little does she realize thatincludes the man she's been betrothed to since birth…. Sheikh Kardahl Hourani is rich, gorgeous and justa tiny bit arrogant. He's happy to marry, but this broodingprince doesn't have love on his agenda. Can Jessica seethe man behind the playboy persona and find her way
intohis guarded heart?
Epistle of James-Sophie Laws 2001-01-01 This is part of a series of modern commentaries based on new English translations made by their respective editors. While adhering strictly to sound scholarship and doctrine, they intend, above all, to bring out the theological and religious message of the New Testament to the contemporary Church.
Verscheurd (De Verwrongen-trilogie, boek 2)-Anna Zaires 2018-06-21 Het tweede deel in de New York Times en USA Today-bestseller dark-romancetrilogie Ontvoerd op haar achttiende. Vijftien maanden gevangengehouden. Zo zwart-op-wit ziet het eruit als een kop in een sensatiekrant. En ja, ik ben ervoor verantwoordelijk. Ik heb haar gestolen. Nora, met haar lange, donkere haar en haar zijdezachte huid. Ik heb een zwak voor haar, een obsessie. Ik ben geen goed mens. Dat heb ik ook nooit
beweerd. Ze kan van me houden, maar ze kan me niet veranderen. Ik kan haar daarentegen wél veranderen. Mijn naam is Julian Esguerra, en Nora is van mij.
Juniper Unraveling-Keri Lake 2017-11-21 Papa says everyone has a story that deserves to be told. Most begin years ago, after the second bomb hit, unearthing a deadly contagion that divided the population into the pure, the infected, and the Ragers. Many recount the moment we rose up from the ashes and started anew. Others tell of the day we built a wall to keep them out. For some, they're nothing more than the vestiges left behind-a simple name carved into the knotty bark of a Juniper
tree. My story begins with a boy. A mute, from the other side of the wall, known only as Six, who touched my heart in ways that words never could, and gave me the courage to face my darkest truth. Juniper Unraveling is a full-length standalone romance set in a post-apocalyptic world.
Game Master-D. H Sidebottom 2018-08-16 Dr Vanessa Griffiths wakes the morning after her thirty-first birthday in an old abandoned hospital with no memory of the previous night.However, she's not alone.A man is tied to a chair with a bomb strapped to him. Her brother is bound to another chair with a timer above him. And the Game Master is about to push her to her limits and change her life forever. Vanessa must move quickly if she's to play his first game and free both men. But this is
just the beginning. Game One. As Vanessa and her new friend, Caelan, become ensnared in the Game Master's sick game of riddles, quests, and strength, they soon find out that there's more than just secrets and lies hidden behind each trial.The Game Master only plays by his rules. And they are about to find out exactly what happens if they deviate from them.Eight lives to save.Eight days.Eight games.His rules.It's time to play The Game.
Perfect Chaos-Nashoda Rose 2014-10-30 Georgie "I lie to survive." Have since I was sixteen and my world fell into chaos. But I found a way to endure, or rather it found me. Now I'm a prisoner of my own doing, hiding behind a false mask so no one sees the truth. Not even the man I want but can't have-Deck. But I messed up and the lies are spilling over, out of control. Deck is unrelenting and will settle for nothing less than the truth. He demands everything from me-EVERYTHING-even if it
rips me apart. DECK "I kill for a living." Unyielding-It's how I survive in my line of work. I bend people to my will...except Georgie. But that ends now. I've played her game for far too long. Now I think it's time we play mine. *Warning mature audiences only 18+, disturbing scenes, sexual content, coarse language.*
My Soul Keeper-Ker Dukey 2014-04-30 What if your entire reality changed on you one day? You wake up and your family and friends aren't who you thought they were. You look around, and the world isn't what you thought it was. You don't even recognize yourself. You and your reality are a complete mystery to you. Simone's life was about to undergo that disturbing journey. Love, lust, death, betrayal. How do you fight the devil himself when he consumes you with lust? How can you love
someone who has come to take back your brother's soul? Shamar, soul keeper and son of Death, had never met such a unique soul before Simone. Captivated by her, he broke all rules to be near her -- to love and protect her. But how do you protect someone from evil when the forces of good seem to be working against you? When Lucifer himself crawled from Hell to claim Simone, what sacrifices would Shamar make to keep her safe?
Moore to Lose-Julie A. Richman 2013-09-28 Continuing the fight for their happily ever after that began in Searching for Moore, Schooner Moore and Mia Silver struggle to overcome the ghosts and baggage they accumulated during their time apart. Exploring the missing 24 years when they were separated, Moore to Lose follows Mia's journey from heartbroken teen to kickass businesswoman to her emotional reunion with Schooner and the exploration of the love that was ripped from them.
But is their love really strong enough to overcome the damage of those missing 24 years or will they continue to be ripped apart by pasts that can't be changed? This is Book 2 in the Needing Moore Series trilogy and is not to be read as a standalone book. Searching for Moore is the first book in the series.
Destroyed-Pepper Winters 2014-03-07 She has a secret. I’m complicated. Not broken or ruined or running from a past I can’t face. Just complicated. I thought my life couldn’t get any more tangled in deceit and confusion. But I hadn’t met him. I hadn't realized how far I could fall or what I'd have do to get free. He has a secret. I’ve never pretended to be good or deserving. I chase who I want, do what I want, act how I want. I didn’t have time to lust after a woman I had no right to lust after. I
told myself to shut up and stay hidden. But then she tried to run. I’d tasted what she could offer me and damned if I would let her go. Secrets destroy them. **Pepper Winters is known for her Dark Erotica. This book is more a Grey Romance. It isn't fluffy, and still deals with darker subjects, but it isn't brutal.** Destroyed is a complicated love story between a man with a terrible past and a woman who holds his cure. A man who finds redemption in love and a woman who loses her heart and
reason for living. Death brings life, and destruction brings new beginnings. Complete at 144,000 words. No cliffhanger. Stand alone. HEA
Matter in Mind-Richard E. Aquila 1989
Spindrift-Allen Steele 2008-03-25 Hugo Award-winning author Allen Steele has forged a permanent place in the pantheon of great science fiction authors with his landmark Coyote Trilogy. Now, he returns to that universe and offers a startling glimpse into the future of space exploration—and humanity itself… June 1, 2288—Europe’s first starship, the EASS Galileo, launches on its maiden voyage to venture into unexplored space. Its classified mission: to investigate an unidentified, possiblyalien object traveling outside our solar system, code-named Spindrift. Soon after taking off, the Galileo disappears... February 1, 2344—A shuttle from the Galileo returns to Earth carrying three surviving expedition members. The Galileo has been destroyed, and the rest of the crew is lost—but the survivors have not aged. For they have, indeed, made contact with an extraterrestrial race—and become enmeshed in a conflict that brought them face to face with the most apocalyptic force in the
galaxy…
The Beats in Rift-Ker Dukey 2014-06-16 NA, romance The Beats In Rift I was invisible, until they saw me. When circumstance forced me and the Jacob twins to spend two weeks of the summer together, the bond we formed would impact us all, altering our lives. Fate, entwining us forever. They became my best friends, my family, my first love. With their love came their father's hate! Love is powerful but also painful and destructive when it's torn between three people. When my mother's
reputation and their father's vile actions damage that love, that friendship, it changes the dynamics of our trio setting me on a path of love, loss and impossible decisions. Jared the beautiful rogue, who pushed her limits, opened her eyes and owned her heart. Their love was powerful, everlasting... until he abandoned her. Justin, loyal and true, picked her up when she was left fragmented. He made a place for himself in her heart and would fight to keep it. When both twins come in and out of
Meadows life, leaving damage and hurt in their wake, will she ever choose one or the other, or leave them both without the beats in their heart?
Rock My Body-Michelle A. Valentine 2014-11-11 **FINAL FULL-LENGTH NOVEL IN THE New York Times and USA Today Bestselling BLACK FALCON SERIES** Tyke Douglas is tired of being the glue that holds the hottest band in the world together. If the rest of the guys are out doing their own thing, then why shouldn’t he? He’s about to turn things up a notch and bring a whole new level of crazy into Black Falcon’s world. Francine Mead is putting her sordid past behind and is determined
to help others overcome their demons along side her. The first step in her new life is taking a job as an addiction counselor, where she can mentor others through their struggles. Francine never expected to be lured back into temptation when her first sexy celebrity client, Tyke Douglas walks through her door. The moment she lays eyes on him, she’s in trouble. Both Tyke and Francine know a relationship between them would be a disaster, but with each session, things continue to heat up,
making it impossible to deny the connection they share. Boundaries cross, attractions heighten and both of their willpowers will be tested to the very limit. Novel centers around Tyke Douglas, bassist of Black Falcon, and is final book in the series. Series Order: ROCK THE HEART (Black Falcon, #1) ROCK THE BAND (Black Falcon, #1.5) ROCK MY BED (Black Falcon, #2) ROCK MY WORLD (Black Falcon, #2.5) ROCK THE BEAT (Black Falcon, #3) ROCK MY BODY (Black Falcon, #4)
**Author's note: Each full-length novel can be read as a stand alone novel. While it's not necessary to read the books in order, it will enhance the reader's overall experience of the series.**
Listen To Me-Kristen Proby 2016-04-12 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Kristen Proby’s brand new series, five best friends open a hot new restaurant, but one of them gets much more than she bargained for when a sexy former rock star walks through the doors—and into her heart. Seduction is quickly becoming the hottest new restaurant in Portland, and Addison Wade is proud to claim 1/5 of the credit. She’s determined to make it
a success and can’t think of a better way to bring in new customers than live music. But when former rock star Jake Keller swaggers through the doors to apply for the weekend gig, she knows she’s in trouble. Addie instantly recognizes him—his posters were plastered all over her bedroom walls in high school—he’s all bad boy...exactly her type and exactly what she doesn’t need. Jake Keller walked away from the limelight five years ago and yearns to return to what’s always driven him: the
music. If he gets to work for a smart-mouthed, funny-as-hell bombshell, all the better. But talking Addie into giving him the job is far easier than persuading her that he wants more than a romp in her bed. Just when she begins to drop her walls, Jake’s past finally catches up with him. Will Addie be torn apart once again or will Jake be able to convince her to drown out her doubts and listen to her heart?
Binary Code-Rebecca Sherwin 2016-08-31 Binary: Relating to, composed of, or involving two things. Code: A system of words, letters, figures or symbols used to represent others, especially for the purposes of secrecy. Everything comes in twos. His and hers. Mine and yours. Love and hate. Life and death. The world is made up of pairs. So what happens when the line is blurred, when the rules we use to define our lives become...skewed? What happens when the rules are broken? His and hers
becomes his, hers and...theirs. Mine and yours becomes mine, yours and ours. Love and hate become love, hate and conflict. Life and death become a battle, an infinite number of risks swinging on a pendulum. Carter cracked my code. He dug deep into the genetics of who I was and he rewrote every moment of my life. He forced his way in, reshaping every thought in my head, manipulating every instinct that kept me alive. Yet, in doing so he altered the structure of his own code and broke
every single rule he lived by. He was the encryption I couldn't decipher, and I was the mystery that finally forced him to reveal exactly who he was. This book contains violence, substance abuse, strong language and adult themes, including M/F/M
The Old Pangbournian Record-Robin Knight 2020
Differential Item Functioning-Steven J. Osterlind 2009-09-30 Differential Item Functioning, Second Edition is a revision of the 1983 title Test Item Bias. In the past 23 years, differential item performance has assumed a level of attention unimagined in the early 1980s. Then, only a few tests and assessment programs attended to "item bias," while doing so is now a mandatory step in any responsible assessment program. Also, technical advances, such as the widespread use of item response
theory, have pushed the field of differential performance to levels of technical sophistication far beyond what was practiced years ago. This new edition presents an up-to-date description of DIF; describes varying procedures for addressing DIF in practical testing contexts; presents useful examples and studies of DIF that readers may employ as a guide in their own DIF work; and briefly describes relevant features of major statistical packages that can be employed in DIF analysis (e.g., SPSS,
SAS, M+, Minitab, and Systat). This text is ideal for the measurement professional or advanced student who deals with educational or psychological assessment. Readers need only have a preliminary background in tests and measurement, including some beginning statistics and elementary algebra, in order to find this volume useful.
Rock the Beat-Michelle A. Valentine 2013-10-30 New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Series Twenty-year-old Holly Pearson never dreamed that while working at her father’s motocross track she’d run into the walking, talking definition of trouble in a sexy, tattooed package—Trip Douglas, the man sent to evaluate the track for a possible investment opportunity. Holly makes no attempt to hide the fact she despises Trip, but she learns to be civil toward him when he offers to help her
land the man of her dreams. Trip needs a break from the crazy rock-and-roll lifestyle he’s been living for the past few years. With his Black Falcon band mates settling down with marriage and babies, Trip peruses an investment opportunity in motocross, something he’s always been passionate about. Hiding his celebrity status, Trip infiltrates the new business posing as a dirt bike rider training for the X-Games. The only obstacle is the owner’s daughter, Holly. She’s a real ball bustin' Ice
Queen, and she’ll do whatever it takes to make the deal fall through. Trip soon discovers that winning over his new enemy is the key to gaining a partnership in Mountain Time Speed Track. Knowing he’s the expert on getting laid, Trip ropes Holly into becoming his ally by helping her score a date with the man she’s crushing on. The problem is, the more time Trip and Holly spend together, the more they uncover the undeniable attraction between them. Soon they both realize that even the
best laid plans go to hell when you find you’re falling in love with the enemy. **Book THREE in the Black Falcon series. Can also be read as a stand alone novel.** Praise for ROCK THE BEAT: "I also was pleased to see that Trip is doing something different than the others - this is not another book on the tour bus. That's been played out and Michelle was smart to find Trip a different storyline. I felt like we get to see a side of Trip that we didn't necessarily get with Noel and Riff. We get a more
"real" version of Trip Douglas"--A Book Whores Obsession "This book is freaking awesome! I don't know how Michelle does it, but she doesn. Every.Single.Time! Each book in the Black Falcon series gets better and better."--Island Lovelies Book Club "The storytelling and the intricate storyline that Michelle delivers shows the depth of her writing abilities. She has the capability of creating a unique story that will keep you turning the pages till the very end."--Wolfel's World of Books
How Animals Work-DK 2010-06-21 Have you ever wondered how fish breathe underwater, how caterpillars transform into butterflies, how snakes slither, or why deer grow cumbersome antlers every year? This book on the anatomy and behavior of animals solves these mysteries in an irresistibly engaging way: by organizing the information by behavior or adaption, instead of by species. Readers will learn about flight by looking at birds, insects, bats, and flying squirrels. They'll learn about
skin by comparing scales, feathers, fur, and shells. How Animals Work explains the structures and systems of animal bodies, using exquisite photographs and diagrams to show how animals use their anatomy to move, communicate, hunt, and feed, and how their bodies enhance their chances in the struggle for survival.
Denying Heaven-D. Sidebottom 2014-11-20 The third book in the Room 103 series.Bulk's storyLove triangles... nasty things! Especially if one of the trio is dead.Bulk fell in love at sixteen. Shona was his heart, his soul, the meaning of his life.Then she was killed... suddenly, horrifically and brutally.He never had the chance to say goodbye, never had the chance to tell her how much he loved her. How much he breathed for her and how much her pregnancy with his child energized his life to the
point of a motivation he had never experienced before. Seven long, lonely, painful and comatose years later, Spirit, a guitarist for River's Ink, takes Bulk's shit, wraps it up and sucks it dry.She takes his grief and kicks it to the curb.She fights against him, with him and for him. She wants him; she needs him and God, if he doesn't need her right the hell back.She's everything Shona was; fun, full of life and so utterly breath taking she steals his breath with every smile, every word that leaves her
pretty lips and each naughty twinkle in her eye.But is Spirit what he actually needs to revive his life?When Spirit's secrets, a face from her past and her uncontrollable addiction to drugs and alcohol show their ugly heads, will Bulk shake his head and declare a final 'No' to life, or will he hold her tight, pull her close and fight her demons with her?Will their fight for each other resurrect their deceased souls or will it invite the Devil to finally, once and for all, swallow them whole?This book
contains explicit sex scenes, strong language, violence and substance abuse... oh, and one hell of an alpha male. It is recommended that tissues are on stand-by.
Flawed-Francette Phal 2015-02-06 "You are this beautiful thing I want to destroy." Blood. That's the only memory he carries from a childhood he does not remember. And now it is all he knows. Blood is his life. Knox Bishop has done a lot of horrible things, all at the command of the man who holds his leash. It's a matter of loyalty for him. Allegiance to the man who saved his life when he was a child. So he goes where he is needed and does what he is told. He tortures. He kills. He kills. He
tortures. It is an unrelenting cycle that he constantly craves and can never quite satisfy. Until her. Eighteen year old Lacey Barnes distributes her assets to fund her dreams. Medical school is the end game and she is determined to get there by any means necessary. But a family member's careless mistake derails her plans and now she must pay a price in order to save him. She goes to Knox willingly offering him the only valuable thing she has. Herself. In doing so he allows her into his world,
a world she quickly realizes is void of any light and hope for escape is utterly elusive. But escape is something she finds that she no longer wants. "He lays a path of pleasure laced agony for me to follow and I do. Stupidly I follow him down the blinding darkness of his euphoric hell." Disclaimer: This book is intended for mature audiences (18+) due to the description of violence and sexual situations.
Searching for Moore-Julie A. Richman 2013-04-09 Sexy entrepreneur Schooner Moore receives the birthday bombshell of a lifetime - his true love, college girlfriend Mia Silver, the girl who broke his heart when she fled without even a goodbye at the end of their freshman year, has been seen on Facebook. Feisty New York City advertising agency owner Mia Silver receives a shocking and unexpected email a Facebook friend request from first love Schooner Moore, the guy who decimated her
heart and soul when he committed the ultimate betrayal. Now 24 years later, Schooner discovers the truth behind what drove Mia from him as he tries to once again win her love. From teens on a southern California college campus to successful business owners on opposite coasts, this sweeping saga follows two lovers whose hearts could never say goodbye.
Love Through Limelight-Farrah Abraham 2015-03-19 Book Three in the Celebrity Sex Tape series The journey... The fly-by-night lifestyle fades into the background. With enough sexual stories to last a lifetime, I find myself becoming the person I was destined to grow into. There's more to this life; there's The One. I can get anyone I want and this time that little voice that whispers "I'm going to do it" more than pays off. The woman... I'm not like every other person out there. Through the
journey I've realized I'm not like many people. I am stronger than most and have found faith that others will finally see the person I really am behind all of the gossip. Many people fail to meet their potential but there are others who exceed their own dreams. I am one of those people. The star... To the world I'm not another starlet gone crazy: I have found the realism of life and its best parts through everyday experiences that I have made seem more bold and epic than anyone else could.
Through this, I have shared with the world, making history not only in entertainment but through social efforts and diplomatic ventures. I have changed the world as we know it. It took some scandal to get so many to follow my story but the ending is well worth it. Through all the betrayals, stigmas and bad press, Fallon Opal hasn't given up on her dream of having a happy ending. Her lifestyle may have changed, but under it all, she's the same innocent young woman who wants it all. The
celebrity sex tape that changed Fallon's life stands as a testament to her sexy fantasies. Those who have lived vicariously through her fame-the believers, fans, supports, and even the haters-will be shocked by Fallon's true transformation. This happy ending is everything she ever wanted and her life-worthy of an Academy Award-is a story that needs to be shared.
Stalk Her-Ker Dukey 2019-02-22 Ever get that feeling you're being watched?You probably are.Her sad eyes.Her thick lips.Her long dark hair.Her quickening of breath.Her hurried footsteps.Her undiluted fear.The anxiety a woman has when she knows she's being followed does something to the sadistic animal inside me.We all have issues, mine just run a little deeper than most.My sister and I had a childhood tarnished by an abusive parent.We grew up two very different breeds of our mother's
creation.Then I discover the beautiful, yet broken, Alice Young.She's seeking advice, a place to unburden her thoughts.What she gets is a dangerous, callous predator who wants to quench his thirst with her tears.My precious, Alice, feels so alone, but she's not alone.I'm watching her.I feed on the fear of others.Alice Young may prove to be too damaged, even for my appetite.(A DUKEY'S DARK DELIGHTS TITLE. (A collection of standalone novella sized, dark reads.)
Practical Egyptian Magic-Murry Hope 1986-02-15 Looks at The Book of the Dead, the pyramids, hieroglyphics, magical instruments, prayers, symbols, and invocations of ancient Egypt.
Jewish-Run Concentration Camps in the Soviet Union-Herman Greife 2019-05-25 An anti-Communist book from 1937 which revealed that Communist Jews were the commandants of 11 out of the 12 main Stalinist-era Gulags, or concentration camps, including the camp system directors Matvei Berman and Hershel Jehuda. Ultimately, some 14 million people would be detained in the 53 camps which operated from 1934 to 1953. According to official Soviet data, some 1,053,829 people died in
the camps from various causes. The modern-day Russian industrial cities of the Arctic, such as Norilsk, Vorkuta, and Magadan, were originally Gulags. Now with a new introduction, this version contains the original text and photographs. Cover image: The Mask of Sorrow near Magadan, Russia. A 1996 monument commemorating the prisoners of the Gulag concentration camps. Contents Introduction to the 2011 edition by Francis Dupont Introduction to the 1999 Edition by Dr. E.R. Fields
About This Book Foreword to the 1937 Edition Preface to the 1937 Edition Chapter One: The Jewish Terror Grips Russia Chapter Two: The Origin of the Compulsion Workers Chapter Three: The Cry for Redemption of the Exiles Chapter Four: The Division of the Compulsion Workers Chapter Five: The Construction of the Stalin White Sea Canal Notes
Siempre Tuya-Anna Zaires 2018-08-06
The Broken-Ker Dukey 2013-10-30 Dark new adult romance for mature audience When River's already broken life shattered further on her sixteenth birthday, she was forced to be with the wrong best friend of her brothers. She was meant for Sammy but circumstance and black mail forced her into a relationship with Danny, a troubled, abusive partner. Leaving the only boy she ever loved to flee. Now four years later he has returned. When her feelings and missing parts of herself that left
with him return also, loyalty, restraint and love will be tested. Can she find a way to leave the threatening clutches of Danny, to finally be saved by her childhood love? Or will Danny's hold on her tighten when more life shattering events consume their already troubled lives? When Sammy returns home, after four years of being away from the girl that broke his heart, he's not prepared for all his old feelings to force their way straight back into his heart. Questions that were left unasked when
he left begin to plague him, when the sudden relationship between River and Danny all those years ago seems all the more confusing now. Secrets, mistrust and Danny's possessive behaviour sends up red flags and Sammy begins doubting himself for leaving in the first place. When the spark between Sammy and river finally ignites it will leave explosive consequences for everyone.
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